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Exercise 1
 1. a bunch of   2. I’ve heard   3. It’s my treat.   4. Frankly   
 5. I can’t stand

Exercise 2
Answers will vary.

Exercise 3
 1. for   2. since   3. for   4. since   5. since

Exercise 4
 1. I missed the bus.   2. I couldn’t get a taxi    3. I got stuck 
in traffic   4. I couldn’t find a parking space

Exercise 5
 1. d   2. e.   3. f   4. b   5. c   6. g   7. a

Exercise 6
The Fearless Fighter: Action;  Myra’s Day: Comedy;  
Goodnight, Mariana: Drama

Exercise 7
Answers will vary. 

Exercise 8
 1. true   2. false   3. false   4. true   5. true

Exercise 9
Answers will vary.  

Exercise 10

Movie title Genre Adjectives Reviewer’s 
opinion

The Alien! science 
fiction

silly, weird [thumbs 
down]

Search for the 
Lost Kingdom

action violent,
  unforgettable

[thumbs up]

Dad’s back! documentary funny, 
  interesting

[thumbs up]

Don’t Scream 
Now

horror boring, violent [thumbs 
down]

Exercise 11
 1. d   2. b   3. e.   4. a   5. f   6. c

Exercise 12
Answers will vary.

Exercise 13
 1. false  2. true   3. false   4. false   5. true   6. false

Exercise 14
 1. violent videos   2. A movie based on his favorite toys.   
 3. A popular animated film.   4. The movie had violence 
in it.   4. He thinks they should make movies that are 
appropriate for kids.   5. Answers will vary. 

Exercise 15
 1 c.   2. a.   3. b.   

GRAMMAR BOOSTER

Exercise A
 1. true   2. false   3. false  4. true   5. true   6. false  

Exercise B
Answers will vary. The following is one example of what 
students might write. 

I’ve been hiking since I was a child. I’ve hiked for most 
of my life. I’ve been playing volleyball since high school. I’ve 
played volleyball for ten years. I’ve been collecting action 
figures for ten years. I’ve collected action figures since 
2001.  

Exercise C
 1. ‘ve been hearing   2. has been giving   3. has been 
getting   4. has been making   5. have been paying   
 6. have been traveling   7. have been looking

Exercise D
 1. would rather   2. likes   3. prefer   4. like   5. rather   
 6. prefer   7. would rather

Exercise E
Answers will vary but may include the following:
 1. Would you rather see a drama or a musical?   2. Do you 
prefer popcorn or candy?   3. Do you like to watch plays or 
movies?   4. Would you rather see a movie on Saturday or 
Sunday?   5. Would you like to eat Chinese food tonight?   
 6. What would you like to watch on TV tonight?

WRITING BOOSTER

Exercise A
The answers will vary but may include the following: I 
don’t think violent movies are harmful.

Exercise B
Answers will vary but may include the following:

Violence in movies

Harmful Not harmful

Can make people imitate 
bad behavior

Makes people accept 
violence in the real world

Doesn’t show the 
consequences of violence

People know that movies 
aren’t real

Less violent than real life

Exercise C
Answers will vary. 
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Note: In communicative exercises where several answers are possible, this answer key contains some examples of 
correct answers, not all possible answers. Any valid answer in this type of exercise should be considered acceptable.


